cannot observe any uniform terminology here.
In daily use, the most common is the idea of drugs as potent substances, the consumption of which arouses pacification, euphoria and In jurisprudence narcotic drugs are primarily investigated as an object (subject) of legal relationships. However, like any other matter in its philosophical sense, they have all the same properties that are characteristic of any thing.
But at the same time, these substances have such features which are peculiar to them as objects of social and legal rights. This is due to the fact that drugs, as the objects of legal relationships, including civil, must have the independence and stability at all stages of the development of an appropriate legal connection.
As the objects of legal relationships, the analyzed substances have the following features.
First, they are the subjects of the real material world; they exist in a certain objectified form of things, and they are not the fruit of our mind In a philosophical sense, a thing is a separate subject of the material world, which has a relatively independent and stable existence. A. Mokhov, exploring drugs, comes to the conclusion that in accordance with the degree of harmful properties we can distinguish drugs, which are a source of increased risk (having severe harmfulness) and which are not a source of increased risk (having no severe harmfulness) 12 .
Accepting this statement, we emphasize that narcotic drugs should certainly be referred to high-risk sources. 
